CHAPTER – 23
WELFARE STATE AND DEVELOPMENTAL SCENARIO
The welfare state and development should be in clause with each other to weigh the terms of
unplanned approach to developmental grounds. The entire developmental system cannot be planned
under a single banner say the central planning commission but leads its course through some general
principles which are in clause defined as welfare state policy to suit the requirements of the public.
The rationale of development under lies in gross transformation towards better living which as such is
meant to be part of the masses. The prospects of development are to be located into the conventional
modes of production and not into western modes of production or rather say modern ways of living
with technical equipments. Thus the clause of development is to be located into the prospects which
the people of the country can provide and can associate in an advantageous prospect for achievements
in global economy. The rationale of development on grounds of welfare state policy can be associated
as conventional modes of production should suffice the needs of the people and these conventional
modes of production should participate in global economy where the amount of gains are utilized to
highlight the international outlook of the country. Thus technical outfits in the country should be
supported only on grounds of gains from the global economy where the net profits are utilized to gain
technical outfits of the global world. The technical equipments improves the work load of the work
culture thus those conventional modes which are capable of participating in the global economy are
well suited for machinations to increase the work output.
Global maneuvers on part of the western world are directing the course of development on
technical outfits which support the vigor of the life. Global maneuvers as part of an Asian country is
to guide the course of development by being virtuous in global arena in the fields of employment and
cheap labor. The perspective of development are thus to be traced as profitability in global terms
which will highlight the global perspective of the national economy. The western culture is dominant
in technology and leads to support for most of the countries of the world. The western culture brings
with itself technical outfits which are in itself hallmark of quality and leads the developmental front as
an icon of quality which can set the order of the world to prosperity. The quality perspectives in life
can be explored only by technology thus development on grounds of technical progress can serve as
an icon of development truly manifesting the needs and desires of the population. The rest of the
developmental clauses are associated with degree of discipline along with work culture of attributes in
nature and geography. These developmental clauses are highly emotional perspectives and can fade
away with change in circumstances. The clause of development is to be traced into the mindset and

into the prospects which provide permanency to progress levels. We need a quality icon to serve the
needs which only technology has the capability to serve.
To be able to keep mankind into one fold we require quality in life. To achieve quality in life
is a high found charisma. Aptitude of quality life has the capacity to serve the mankind in totality.
Quality life should be the hallmark of all developmental procedures. Technology subscribes to
mankind as an icon of quality. It is thus imperative that quality adoption techniques should be
channeled worldwide. World should inhibit quality life as a channel of work culture. Quality life
should be part of people of the world such that the approach of one earth with single humanity is part
of the whole world. Humanistic approach should be adopted by technology. Thus to say whole world
should adopt quality techniques for welfare of the mankind.
The clause of development in welfare state is a widespread explanation. There are domains of
purpose and scientific terminology is used in these domains which are in clause highly integrating
with other domains in welfare state terminology. The domain of law provides recourse to complete
safety to the works of the people thus provides sufficient grounds to pursue the cause of life for own
and for benefits to others. The domain of economics provides recourse to developmental procedures
which can be inherited for the benefits to masses. There are domains with their terminologies which
guide the course of development and all of the domains are scientifically oriented on the basics of
welfare state terminology. So development as sought on welfare state terminology is inherited in basic
clause of progress while adopting the course on complete accountability to the welfare of the people.
There are instruments of progress and there are domains of works which continuously adapt to the
needs of the people thus guides the courses of development only on basics as what is judiciously
feasible for all should be the course of action.
The scientific terminology of the welfare state policy in all domains of work is oriented
towards welfare of the people and manifests in such attributes that instruments of progress
continuously adapt to the needs of the people thus lay course for complete safety with accountability
for developmental procedures. The scientific temperament is manifested in the form of technology
such as engineering work, medical works and manifests as a change in the form of laws thus
governance features to adapt to course of needs in public life. Governance has to lead in all walks of
life which welfare state policy truly manifests by its scientific terminology. The change in philosophy
of governance has to be sought on lines of welfare state policy and new format of governance should
truly suffice the cause of the people. The development has to be sought on lines of welfare state policy
because then we can define the purpose of development in a more meaningful way and concrete
aspects.

As the growth in populations reaches new levels the strategy of development to suit the needs
of the people has to change its course and bring about necessary modifications thus as such increasing
bulk of populations can be served with full efficiency. The engineering works helps us locate more
feasible options under increased overloads of populations thus making the attributes of life more
convenient. The engineering works next can be helpful in rewarding the people with better monetary
recourses such that all terms of life become more feasible and adaptable to circumstances. The entire
gamut of reasons thus extends in such dimensions that under welfare state system there are features of
overcoming burgeoning populations by manifesting technology in new modes of work culture which
can lead to all round growth perspectives and provides recourse to livelihood on improved scale in
monetary terms.
The philosophy of welfare state policy require constant efforts in all its domains such that
they modify the aspects of work culture to suit the requirements of the public and this as such means
we are leading the welfare state front on seeking attributes, developing attributes and practicing
attributes. The philosophy of welfare state policy thus needs constant inputs which can manifest as
developmental procedures of present and future.
The welfare state policy is the norm for removing poverty, providing employment and
bringing about transformations in the life of the people by changing the market manifestation of
products. The development should thus be always on welfare state policy which as such is essentially
a dominant aspect of all progress levels and developmental scenario. The developing nations need to
provide firm foothold to the welfare state policy such that it can satisfy the aspirations of its large
populations. The developed world has least concern for welfare state prospects in its modes of
production as they have far left behind the cause of fundamentals of developmental strategies but they
concentrate on developing capital which is the dominant policy fold. The strategic foothold of
development is located in the size of the population and the level to which you want to serve the
aspirations of the people. The classification of developmental strategy thus has to be located into the
size of population and welfare levels you can define for the populations.

